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CHAPrER I 
THE PROBLEM: 
1. Approach to the Problem 
The purpose of tl::e study.-- This study is a comparison 
of three basal vocabularies: Curriculum Foundation Series; 
The Quinlan Basic Readers and The Laidlaw Basic Readers~ 1947 
edition~ at the preprimer1 primer and first reader reading 
levels, in order to find the nevv words that must be taught 
when deviating from the Curriculum Foundation Series to 
either of tbe other two. The vocabulary of some library books 
will~ also, be compared to the basal vocabulary and classified 
accordi.ng to the three readil"l...g levels • 
It is a common belief that pupils fc:n:-get during the 
summer about 40 per cent of what they learned the previous 
~lear. Thus at the beginning of the school year the second 
grs_de teacher encounters the problem of maintaining the high 
interest and love for reading of her pupils while she reviews 
the first grade vocabulary. The writer believes the solution 
may be found by using new books with a minimum chan ge of 
vocabulary on the previous reading level. 
Changes in the early American primers and first readers 
plus the opinion of reading authorities will be given. 
Through the past one hundred years or so reading has 
been one of the favorite topics of educators. Due to much 
research many changes have occurred. THE NEVIl ENGlAND PRIMER 
publish ed about 1690 was the primary reader and school book for 
1/ 
over one hundred years. - Reading was taught by learning the 
alpha.bElt, memorizing readings and combining spelling with 
reading . Two sylla b].e words were taught first, t h en three 
syllabl e words and increasing them until five and six syllable 
2/ 
words were being used.- The real purpose of this reader was to 
teach l:>elig ion and morals. 
A:fter the American Revolution to a bout 1840 content in 
reading was on nationalism. Stress was placed on pronunciation 
and enunciation in oral reading. During this period the idea 
of a series of read ing books emerged. 
From 1840-1880 there was strong protest against teaching 
reading by the alphabetic method. American educators visited 
Prussi.e. and were influenced by the Gerrmn-Pestalozzian prin-
ciples. in educe. tion. Pestalozzi 's method of teaching reading 
was, :l.f possible, presenting the real object being studied; y 
using a reproduction or picture of it. He believed that single 
words naming the most attractive objects would be learned the 
fasteBt. A similarity is seen between his principles and the 
new trend in teaching reading by the word method with an in-
creased a mount of pictures and content built around 
1/David H.Russell, Children Learn to Read, Ginn and Company, 
~aston, 1949, p. 41. 
2/Nila Banton Smith, A Historical Analysis of American Reading 
Instruction, Silver,Burdett and Company, New York, 1934, p. 30. 
3/Ibid., P• 81. 
2 
children's experiences. Many series of readers were published 
decreasing the amount of new words and increasing repetition, 
proceeding from the easy to the difficult • It was during this 
time that tbe McGuffey Headers became popular and held their 
. 1/ 
popularity for over forty years.- Dolch says •• o. "that more 
than 120,000,000 copies were .sold and at one time more than 
half the children of America were reading from McGuffey's 
?:! Eclectic Readers o" McGuffey was the first au thor to produce 
carefully graded and clearly defined series of readers for the 
elementary . grades. 
Dolch made a comparison of the McGuffey Readers and two 
modern reading series from the primer to the fourth reader. 
y 
Because of the nature of this study only his comparison of the 
primer and first reader will be given. He compared the McGuffey 
primer ( 1867) and first reader ( 1885) with two sets of modern 
readers (1939 and 1940) which were representative of most readers 
being used at that time. The 11modern 11 figures were obtained by 
averaging the books of the ·two series. The McGuffey primer was 
compared with the modern primer and the first readers compared 
with each other. The results revealed that the modern series 
contained more reading material than did McGuffey's. However, 
1/Nila Banton Smith, op. cit., P• 81. 
2/E. W .Dolch, "How Hard Were the McGuffey Readers1 1' ~ Elementary 
School Journal .. 46: 97-100; October~ 1945, p .. 97. 
3/Ibid., PP• 97-100. 
3 
the modern series appeared easier because it showed a repe-
tition of new words from three to five times, whereas McGuffey 
used some words only once. These series were compared with 
Thorndike's list of 20,000 words according to difficulty. There 
was a surprising: similarity between them. McGuffey's series had 
almost exactly the same percentage of word difficulty as the 
mod ern series on the next higher level. For example, McGuffey's 
primer compared with the modern first reader series. The sen-
tences of McGuffey's were usually subservient to the phonetic 
elements which the author chose for drilling purposes and not 
content. With all the faults of this reader it was a relief to 
find an author decreasing the number of new words, ten to twelve, y 
per page and repeating to fix them. McGuffey was the first 
author who definitely provided for repetition. 
Josiah Bumstead was the first to produce a book based on 
2/ 
the word method.- In his primer he listed words based on child-
children's experience and organized them into related meaning. 
Parts of the human head were listed in lesson one, parts of the 
human body in lesson two, then further on lists of words which 
might compose a sentence. There were as many as thirty-eight 
new words on the first page; the number on the rermining pages 
.ranged from three to forty-one. 3; 
The Beacon Primer appearing in 1912- showed a trend toward 
1/Nila Banton Smith, op . cit., p. 107. 
2/Ibid., PP• 87, 92. 
3/Ibid. , P• 136. 
4 
the use of colored pictures. From this, reading was taught 
by the phonetic system vii th three to five words organized 
around certain vowel or consonant blends. A fev1 ~ges were 
given to folk tales and poems; but the remainder of the book 
contained choppy and difficult sentences used in drilling 
sounds and words. Repetition was very evident but the reading 
was dull and monotonous. 
v~'hile this elaborate phonetic system was in progress 
another group of educators were developing the sentence and 
1/ 
story method with phonetics taking a subordinate place.-
Many reading systems based on this new theory were published 
and welcomed because they furthered the literary interest 
which had reached its peak betvreen 1909-1918. The Little Red 
Hen became known in this period. William H. Elson continued 
to reflect the cultural view point but swung to children's 
interest, which he considered a primary factor when learning 
gj 
to read. The content of these stories made reading more 
meaningful but did not decrease the vocabulary in the primary 
3/ 
grades.-
During the late twenties and early thirties a decided y 
revolt arose against the old phonic type readers. Many 
1/Nila Banton Smith, op. cit., p. 107. 
2/Ibid., P• 151. 
~lilliam s. Gray, On Their ~1n in Reading, Scott, Foresman 
and Company, Chicago, 1948, PP• 24-26. 
4/Ibid., P• 26. 
5 
school authorities warned against teaching words by any 
specific attention to sight or sound. Context alone was 
the criteria for identifying new words. Ten years later 
weaknesses from this method showed up in inefficient read-
ing on the high school level and remedial ~ograms in the 
high schools. 
By 1940 parents and teachers alike recognized the need 
for a systematic readi~~ program that would make independent 
readers. So while attacks on organized reading were at 
their height basic readers returned to school. These new 
series presented a well balanced reading program. The 
stories were written, with a controlled vocabular,r, around 
children's interests; and a teacher's manual, using many 
different methods for attacking new words, accompanied the y 
readers. This is the type af reading program that most 
teachers are familiar with today. The basic series is the 
primar,r text and supplementary readers are used for enrich-
ment. 
In some progressive sChools only the primer is used as 
a basic book in the first grade. Miscellaneous books are 
used as in the other grades. Reading techniques through 
functional activities must undergo further development and 
1/Vfilliam s. Gray, op. cit., P• 27. 
6 
refinement, different materials must be supplied, diffi-
culties overcome in the administration as well as better 
trained teachers before this type of reading will become 
popular. However, Smith says., ttMany schools have gone far 
en ough in introducing this type of reading instruction to 
lend assurance to the conviction that the basic set of y 
readers will eventually disappear." She believes that 
the ·basal readir.g series may continue fifteen to fifty years 
but in time will silently leave the classroom. This pre-
diction may cc:me true, but from the research of this study 
it does not appear likely in the near future. Vocabulary 
is an area where much progress has been made. Thorndike, 
2/ 3/ 
Lorge,- Buckingham and Dolch- are a few of the many experts 
who have compiled word lists according to frequency and 
~ 
grade p lacement. Russell obtained the opinions of 125 
primary-grade reading experts concerning vocabulary con-crol 
in the basic reading program. The majority favored the · 
1/Nila Banton Smith, op. cit., PP• 292-3. 
2/Edward L-Thorndike, Irving Lorge, The Teacher's Word Book 
of 30,000 Words, Tee.chers College, ColUiilbia University, . New 
York, 1944. 
3/B· R-Buckingham, E.W.Dolch, A Combined Word List, Ginn and 
Company, Boston, 1936. 
4/Da.vid H. Russell, uOpinions ·or Experts· about Primary-Grade 
Basic Reading Prog rarns 11 , Elementary School Joumal, 44:602-
609, June , 1944. 
7, 
modern trend of a smaller number of words~ and sug gested 
the number might even be less than is now found in most y 
reading books on this level. Cogan showed a great differ-
ence in the vocabulary of text books. Althougp. ·rJ:lere is a 
definite trend to decreasing the vocabularies there are still y 
few common words and not enough repetition. McKee suggested 
that the vocabulary·,- of pre-primers be limited by words tba.t 
are familiar to children, words of high service~ rich and in-
teresting, few new words to a page, and much repetition that 
3/ 4/ §/ 
sounds natural and sensible. Gates,- Hildreth,- Hoover, 
6/ 
and Stone- a g ree that difficult vocabularies is one of the 
causes for reading failures. Hildreth suggests insufficient 
repetition of words~ unpsychological distribution of words 
in context and a vocabulary out of tbe child's speaking and 
aural comp rehension are also causes of reading failures. She 
1/Am:l M· Cogan, nA Comparison of the Vocabularies of the 
Grade I-II Books .. of the Alice and Jerry Series, Curriculum 
Foundation Series, Work and Play Series and the Gates Primary 
Reading Standardized. Test, n :Unpublished. Master's Thesis, · 
Boston University, 1950. 
g/Paul McKee, The Teaching of Readi~ in the Elementary School, 
Roughton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1 48, P• 208. 
3/Arthur r. C--ates and Da vid E . Russell, "Types of Materials, 
Vocabulary Burden,"Elementary School Journal, 39:27-35; 
Septemger, 1938· 
4/Gertrude Hildreth, "All in l<'a vor 'of' a Low Vocabular.v 11 , 
Ele mentary School Journal, 4;5:462-470; April, 1943, p • . 46~. 
5/Floyd w. Hoover, !tReasons Why Pupils Fail in Reading", 
~lementary School Journal, 46: 381-383; March, 1946, P• 382. 
6/Clarence R· Stone, "A Vocabulary Based on One-Hundred-Seven 
Primary Grade Books, If .. Elementary School Jou rnal, 42:452-455, 
February, 1942· 
8 
says, "A low voca bulary load., if it carries childlike content, 
lays the best foundation for continuous growth in the inter-
1/ 
mediate grades. n- She believes it is easier to ·· add. books to 
a light load than to use supplementary ones to lighten a heavy 
load. He g ives the following advantages of a low vocabulary: 
Children understand what they read and rapidly become inde-
pendent readers; the y note identical sounds in frequently re-
curring words; they need less teaCher help and nelp each other; 
they become accustome d to meeting new words and use various 
teChniques in learning them and develop self-confidence. y 
Stone's study emphasized the inadequacy of a recent pub-
lished series with undue restriction of the vocabulary. In 
eleven readers there were only 1,147 different words used, 
which is an example of methods and n:a terials for teaching 
primary reading having gone to extremes. Th~re is a problem 
of providing adequate vocabulary ex~nsion with sufficient 
easy reading material for each grade. 
3/ 
Stone- made a study to find the most important wo~ds for 
be ginning reading. He reported many studies and concluded 
!/Gertrude Hildreth, op. cit., P• 467. 
2/Clarence R. Stonel 1"A Vocabulary Based on 107 Primary Grade 
Books " , Elementary lj cnool Journal 42: 4b2-5, February, 1942. 
3/Cla; ence R. s tone, Better Primary ReaditJg., Vlebster :Publishing 
Company, St.Louis, Missouri, 1936. 
9 
that there is a need for careful selection of simple pre-
primer and primer reading vocabularies with a maximum of y 
overlapping. Gates conducted a series of investigations 
in first grade reading material with different vocabulary 
loads. He concluded that there should be only one new word 
2/ 
for every forty x•unning ones. Eldridge - says the authors 
of recent basal readers are sensitive to the demand of 
' 
educators that books used in the classroom confonn to the 
accepted word lists. 
Although reading experts disagree ori. many points -, most 
of them agree there is no 11 one 11 way of teaching reading .. 
use the best from all methods 1 which seems · to be the modern 
trend. In most schools the basal reading program is enriched 
by rr:any supplementary books. 
1/Arthur I· Gates, ''The Construction of a Reading Vocabulary 
for Primary Grades It I Teachers college Record, 27:625-42; 
March, 192 6. 
2/0live F .Eldridge, Oral Inventory of Reading Vocabulary in 
Grades One and Two, unpublished Tllesis, Boston university, 
1949. 
:10 
CHA PTER II 
PIAN OF PROCEDURE 
A list of books a p proved b y the school de:pal"tment for use 
in t he public school was selected . The three basal first g rade 
series whichwere used in this st~ are as follows: 
curriculum Foundation Series 
We Look and See 
v1J e Work and Play 
We Come and Go 
Fun With Dicl-r and Jane 
Our New Friends 
2/ 
The Laidlaw Basic Readers 1947 Edition- . 
We Learn to Read 
Up The Reading Road 
On The Way t o St or;y-land 
Making Storybook Friends 
~ The Quinlan Basic Readers 
Before Winky 
Tots and Toys 
Winky 
Day By Day 
To And Fro 
1/ William s. Gray~ Curricu lum Foundation, Scott~ Foresman 
and Company, Chicag o, 1947-1948. 
2/ Louise Abney, Kathleen Hester and Gerald Yoakam, Laidlaw 
Basic Headers~ Laidlaw Brothers_, I nc., Chicag o_, 1947. 
3/ Myrt l e B. ~uinlan, Th e Quinlan Basic Readers, Allyn and 
Bacon, Boston_, 1900. 
:1:1 
The vocabulary of these books was checked, compared and 
classified according to the three levels of first g rade 
reading : pre- primer, p:>imer and first reader. First, an 
alphabetized list of w Clr'ds from the Curriculum Foundation 
p re-primer was obtai ned. Then the vocabulary of the Laidlaw 
pre-primer was compared to the Curriculum Foundation in 
order to find the new words that must be taught when chang ing 
from Curriculum Foundation to laidlaw pre-primer. Likewise 
the Quinlan pre-primer was compared to the Curriculum 
F oundation . The same words ending in s, ed or ing were not 
considered new in t h is study. From all the different words 
in these basal pre-primers an alphabetized master copy was 
r~de. This master copy was used to determine the readability 
of the supplenenta.ry books on the pre-primer level. The 
same procedure was used with the primer and first reader 
levels. The Curriculum Foundation pre-primer vocabulary 
was included wh en the Curriculum Foundation primer was com-
pared to the other two basal primers. Likewise, the two 
Curriculum Foundation vocabularies were included with the 
Curriculum Foundation first reader vocabulary. The above 
is true because when one is using the Curriculum Foundation 
as his basal series, he naturally would not turn to another 
basal primer before he bad used the Curriculum Foundation 
pre-primer; likewise, he would not use another basal first 
reader i f he had not used the Ctu~ricultun Foundation primer. 
1_2 
were: 
The pre-primers selected f or supplementary reading were: 
Biddy and the Ducks 
Busy Days 
Come and Read 
Frisky the Goo. t 
Jerry 
IVi y Dog Laddie 
Surprise Train 
The 1wins Tom and Don 
The primersselected for supp lementary reading were: 
Jim and Judy 
Playing Days 
Rain and Shine 
Reading For Fun 
School and Play 
Ted and Sally 
The Little White House 
Tommy Little 
The first readers selected for supp lementary reading 
In the City and On the Farm 
Two Boys and A Tree 
Up a:rrl Away 
We Live and Grow 
We Three 
13 
These books were sampled for new words by using the 
master copy of each of the three reading levels from the 
basal books. A work s heet using the Lorge F er mula was 
used for each supp lementary book. The new words were foul:"'..d 
b y sampl i ng the first and t h en every third pa g e o f the sup-
p lementary book. An alphabetized list of a 11 words not found 
in t h e basal book~ was rra d e according to tbe three reading 
levels: pre-primer·, pr>liner and first reader. 
1.4 
The Lorge Formula Work Sheet 
Title o f book 
Author 
Publisher 
Date of publication 
Lo ce.t ion of sample 
Basic Data 
Total number of new words in the sample 
1_5 
1_6 
CHAPrER III 
ANALYSIS OF lATA 
TABLE 1 
AN ALPHABET IZED LIST OF' WORDS IN THE VOCABUIARY OF THE 
CURRICULUM FOU}IDATION PRE-PRIMERS 
A B c D F 
a baby can Dick !'ather 
and ball car dC1JIIn f'ind 
away big come for 
blue cookie funny 
boat 
G H I J L 
go help in .Jane little 
here is look 
house it 
M N 0 p R 
make not oh play red 
me one Puff run 
mother 
my 
s T u w y 
said the up we yellow 
sand three where you 
Sally Tim work 
see to 
Spot two 
:17. 
TABLE 2 
AN ALPHABET I ZED LIST OF WORDS I N TP.tE IAIDIAW PRE-PRIMER 
THAT ARE NOT IN TH E CURR ICULillfl F OUNDAT ION PRE-P RI 1ffiR 
A B c D F 
at bark came did fall 
box cannot dog fast 
chair door found 
coat 
G H I J K 
ground had . into Jack k itten 
has jump 
have 
he 
her 
him 
his 
L N 0 p R 
let name of penny ran 
Nancy old put 
near on 
out 
over 
s T V'l 
saw they was 
she too wet 
snow train what 
us white 
TABLE 3 
AN ALPHABETIZED LIST OF WORDS I N THE Q,U INL.~N PRE-PRDIIER rri-L.~T 
ARE NOT I N rlliE CURRICULUM FOUNDATION P RE -PRnlER 
A 
am 
at 
are 
L 
like 
laughed 
R 
ran 
run 
B 
Billy 
bird 
breakfast 
brother 
M 
may 
milk 
morning 
must 
s 
sang 
saw 
SCL~ool 
shall 
she 
sister 
sleep 
-some 
F 
found 
fruit 
N 
nest 
not 
now 
T 
thank 
they 
too 
took 
G 
get 
good 
0 
oatmeal 
old 
w 
wake 
what 
who 
~ inky 
with 
H 
he 
have 
he 
ho 
p 
peep 
y 
years 
:18 
1_9 
TABLE 4 
AN ALPP.:.A. BETIZED LIST OF ALL worms I N THE THREE BASAL 
PRE-PRIMERS 
A B c D F 
am baby- blue came Dic1c fall 
and ball boat cannot did fast 
at bark Boots can down father 
away Billy box car dog find 
bird breakfast chair door for 
big brother coat found 
cook ie fruit 
come funny 
G H I J K 
get Ha here in Jack kitten 
go had him into jump 
good has his is 
ground have ho it 
h e house 
her 
L M N 0 p 
laughed make name oatmeal peep 
let may Nancy of penny 
like milk near oh play 
little morning nest old Puff 
look mother not on out put 
must now one over 
R s T u w 
ran said shall thank to us wake 
red Sally she the too was 
run sang sister they took y wet 
saw sleep three train years where 
school some Tim two yellow white 
see something Tippy you who 
spot snow Win.ky 
with 
TABLE 5 
THIS IS Tli~ LIST OF EIGHT PRE-PRIMERS V'HICH WERE SAMPLED 
FOR NEV/ V ORDS AS COMPARED V' TIH THE VOCABUIARY OF THE 
THREE BASAL PRE- PRI MERS. 
Title:----------------------- Biddy and the Ducks 
Author:---------------------- Arensa Sondergard and 
Mary I'll · Reed 
20 
?ublisher:----------- - - -- ---- D· C· Heath and Company 
Date:------------------------ 1941 
Location of Sample:----- - -- - - First and every third 
page. 
New \:¥ords 
B Biddy------------------------------ l 
D duck------ - ------------------------ l 
E egg-------------------------------- l 
F five, four------------------------- 2 
J Jane------------------------------- l 
L lost------------------------------- l 
S sat, six, swim - ----- - -------- ----- 3 
Basic Data 
Number of new words -------------- - -- 10 
TABLE 5 
(continued) 
Title: ------------------------ Come and Read 
Author:------------------------ Fannie L . Ivlic haels 
Publis h er: -------------------- Beck ley-Cardy Co. 
Date: ---------------- - -------- 1940 . 
Location of sample: --- ·-------- F irst a nd every third 
pag e. 
New Words 
B baby 's, birthday ------------------- 2 
C cak e ------------------------------- 1 
D draw --------- - ----- - ----------- - --- 1 
F fun --------------- - ---------------- 1 
G girls, g r andmother, gre.ndfat her----- 3 
M Mary ----------------- - ------------- 1 
R read ------------------------------- 1 
T thank , toys ----- - ------------- - ---- 2 
W we, will --------------------------- 2 
Basic Data 
Nu mber of new words --~--------------- 14 
2:1 
TABLE 5 
(continued) 
Title: ------------------------ The Twins Tom and Don 
Author: ----------------------- Gertrude Hildreth 
Publisher: -------------------- John c. Winston Co. 
Date: ------------------------- 1947 
Location of samp le: ----------- F:irst and every third 
page. 
New Words 
B Bob -------------------------------- 1 
C cak es ------------------------------ 1 
D Don -------------------------------- 1 
G goi1 g, good ------------------------ 2 
H hide ------------------------------- 1 
:M IVIac - ·--------------- - --------------- 1 
P puppies, party, puppy -------------- 3 
S s a id ------------------------------- 1 
T table, Tom ------------------------- 2 
U under ------------------------------ 1 
V went ------------------------------- 1 
Basic Data 
Number of new words ------------ - ----- 15 
22 
TABLE 5 
(continued) 
Title: -------------------------- Frisky the Goat 
Author: ------------------------- Edith Osswald and 
Mary M· Reed 
Publisher: ---------------------- D· c. Heath and Co. 
De..t e: --------------------------.- 1941 
Location of samp le: ------------- First and every third 
page. 
New I{ ords 
A are ---------------------------------- 1 
B baa-baa ------------------------------ 1 
D Day ---------------------------------- 1 
E every - - ------------- -- - - ------ - - ----- 1 
F Frisky ----------------------------- - - 1 
G goat, g ood -by ------------- - ---------- 2 
H hay, p ella --------------------------- 2 
M Martin, Mr. ----------------- - -------- 2 
N needs , no ------------------------ - --- 2 
0 oats --------------------------------- 1 
S stab le ------------------------------- 1 
W wat er, where ------------ - -- --- ------- 2 
Basic Data 
Numb er o f new words-------------------- 17 
23 
TABIE .5 
(continued) 
Title: ----------------------------- Jerry 
Author: ---------------------------- Florence Ba t tle 
Publisher: ------- ------------------ Beckley-Cardy & Co. 
Date : ------------ ------------------ 1946 
Location of sample: ---------------- First and evel"Y third 
page. 
New Words 
B Bowser ------------------------ -------- 1 
F Fluff, fun-----~---------------------- 2 
J Jerry --------------------------------- 1 
M me ------------- - ------------------ ---- 1 
S stop , Sue ----------------------------- 2 
U up ------------------------------------ 1 
Basic Data 
Number of new words -------··- - ------------ 8 
24 
TABLE 5 
(continued) 
Title: ----------------------------- Busy Days 
Aut hor: ------- - -------------------- Seward E· Daw and 
V:i lla Jane MacDona ld 
Publisher : -------- ----------------- Beckley-Cardy co. 
Date : ------------------------------ 1948 
Location of sample: --- - ------- - ---- Fir s t and every third 
page. 
New Words 
B Bunny --------------------------------- 1 
E eat -------- --------~-------------- - --- 1 
N Nick ---------------------------------- 1 
P Patty -- - ----------------------------- - 1 
R rain ---------------------------------- 1 
S sun, swim ----------------------------- 2 
T this -------------- - ------------------- 1 
Basic Data 
Nur,wer of new words ---------------------- 8 
25 
TABLE 5 
(continued) 
Title: ------------------------- My Dog laddie 
Author: --- ---------------------Edith Osswald and 
Mary M. Reed 
Publ:tsher: --------------------- D. c. Heath & Co. 
Date: -------------------------- 1941 
Location of sample: ------------ First and every third 
page 
I'-! ew v1! or ds 
B Bow-wow ------------------- - -------- 1 
D David --------- --------------------- 1 
G good-by ---------------------------- 1 
H home --- - - - ------------------------- 1 
L Laddie ------- - --------------------- 1 
Vi' walk ) wat ch ------------------------ 2 
Basic Date. 
Numb er of new words ------------------- 7 
26 
TABIE 5 
(continued) 
Title: ----------------------------- Surprise Train 
Author: ---------------------------- Sybil Anderson 
Publis her: - - ----------------------- Beckley -Cardy & co. 
Date: ----------------- -- ----------- 1946 
Location of samp le: ---------------- First and every third 
page 
New Words 
B birthday, Bobby----------------------- 2 
J Judy ---------------------------------- 1 
P pony ---------------------------------- 1 
R Rags ---- ------ ------------------------ 1 
S Smok y, surprise -------------- - -------- 2 
Basic Data 
Number of new words ---------------------- 7 
27 
TAHLE 6 
ALPHABETIZED LIST OF ALL THE WORDS IN THE SUPPLEUIENTARY 
PRE- PRI MERS THAT DO Nor AP:r'EAR IN T BE BASAL PRE- PRI MERS 
A B 
are baa-baa Bobby 
baby's Bowser 
Biddy bow-wow 
birthday Bunny 
Bob 
F G 
five girl 
Fluff goot 
four going 
Frisky good-by 
fun grandmother 
grandfather 
M N 
Mac needs 
Mary N-ick 
Martin no 
me 
Mr. 
s T 
said stop table 
sat Sue thank 
six sun this 
Smoky surprises Tom 
stable swim toys 
c 
cs.ke 
H 
hay 
hello 
hide 
home 
9 
oats 
u 
under 
up 
D 
day 
David 
Don 
draw 
J 
Jerry 
Judy 
p 
party 
Patty 
pony 
puppies 
puppy 
w 
walk 
want 
watch 
water 
we 
where 
will 
E 
eat 
eggs 
every 
L 
Laddie 
lost 
R 
Rags 
rain 
read 
28 
29 
TABLE 7 
Vocabulary from the CURRICUL·m.1 FOUNU\TION Primer 
A B 0 D E 
a barn came do eat 
all birthday cat dog egg 
am black chicken doll 
animal bow- wow children duck 
are boy cluck 
at bump dow 
ate but 
F G H I J 
family get happy into Jack 
fann girl have 
fast good he K 
four good-by hello k itten 
friend grandfa t h er hen 
fun grandmoth er home 
guess hop 
horse 
L M N 0 p 
l aughed ma-ma new on pet 
like mew no our pig 
looked must now out please 
pony 
pretty 
Q R s T 
qua ck rabbit sat tail they 
ran saw talk this 
ride say tb.ank Tom 
school that too 
she t here toy 
so 
soon 
Susan 
u w y 
under wanted yes 
was 
well 
went 
what 
white 
who 
Will 
with 
30 
T.ABLE 8 
New Words in lAIDlAW Primer Not Found in CURRICULUNI 
FOUNDAT ION 
A ,.., c D D 
about bacl{ book called day 
across bath bowl can d inner 
again be bridge climbed 
an bear broke color 
a no the r bed broken coming 
around best br othel"'S could 
as biggest brown 
asleep Billy burned 
Bob b y 
E F G H J 
eating face gave hair jumped 
ever fat goat hill jumping 
fell going horris just 
fence Goldilocks hot 
fire grass hungry K 
from green knocked 
L M 0 p R 
lea ves made off paper read 
liked make once played red 
lived many one p laying right 
looking me open pretty river 
long Molly other pulled rope 
mouth outdoors 
my 
s T u 
said something table told uncle 
set soup talk tree up 
seen started their trick 
shook stick them troll v 
side story then turned very 
sleepy sun things tub 
some surprise three two 
took 
w 
wait were 
wall-{ wet 
water when 
we window 
TA BLE 9 
New F ords in Q.U I NIAN Primer Not Four:d in CURRICULUWI FOUNDATION 
A 
across 
a gain 
air 
alike 
asked 
asleep 
awalce 
away 
G 
game 
greedy 
green 
grow 
p 
pictures 
pillow 
pink 
put 
T 
table 
t ake 
tell 
them 
then 
thinking 
B 
bad 
be 
best 
blue 
both 
burned 
H 
ham.mer 
hel'e 
hif#l 
his 
hit 
hop 
hungry 
hurts 
Q. 
quick 
R 
read 
red 
right 
three 
tick 
time 
tock 
tree 
two 
c 
ca lled 
·candles tick 
chair 
clock 
close 
cocoa 
color 
cool 
cr a yons 
cried 
J jumped 
K 
kites 
know 
L 
Lee 
let 
s 
sad 
should 
sing 
sit 
sky 
something 
u 
us 
v 
very 
y 
your 
D 
day 
draw 
dressed 
M 
made. 
make 
many 
Mary 
miss 
monkey 
moo 
Mr. 
sG>und 
street 
stir 
store 
story 
sugar 
surprise 
walked 
wand 
ward 
watch ed 
water 
waved 
were 
E 
eyes 
F 
fine 
fly 
for 
fresh 
N 
nail 
needs 
nibble 
number 
0 
of 
oh 
one 
opened 
when 
where 
window 
would 
work 
write 
wrote 
31 
32 
TABLE 10 
e A Combined List of the Tbree Primers 
A B 
about another bad Billy bridge 
across are back black broke 
again around bam Bob broken 
air as bath book brothers 
alike asleep be both brown 
all at bear bowl bump 
am ate bed bow - wow burned 
animal best box but 
biggest boy by 
c D E 
called cluck day eat 
ce.ill e cocoa did eating 
can color dinner e gg 
candlestick do eyes 
cat cool dog ever 
chair could doll 
chicken CCJN du ck 
children crayon draw 
climbed Cl"ied dressed 
close 
F G 
face fire game good-by 
family fly gave grandfather 
farm for get grandmother 
fast four girl grass 
fat fresh goat greedy 
fell friend going green 
fence from Goldilocks grow 
fine fun good guess 
H 
hair hen hot I J K 
B.am.mer here horns in Jack kites 
happy higtl horse into jumped knocked 
have hill hungry jumping know 
he his hurts just 
help h:i,t 
hello home 
L 
l a ughed 
leaves 
Lee 
let 
lil{e 
0 
of 
off 
on 
once 
one 
R 
rabbit 
ran 
read 
ride 
right 
river 
rope 
T 
table 
tail 
talk 
take 
tell 
thank 
that 
t hem 
then 
there 
w 
wait 
walk 
walked 
wand 
want 
liked 
lived 
looked 
looking 
long 
open 
other 
our 
out 
outdoors 
sad 
said 
sat 
saw 
say 
school 
seen 
set 
she 
shook 
they 
thinking 
this 
three 
tick 
time 
tock 
Tom 
too 
took 
wanted 
Ward 
watched 
water 
waved 
s 
TABLE 10 
(continued) 
made 
make 
ma-ma 
many 
Mary 
me 
mew 
M 
p 
paper _ 
pet 
p ictures 
pig 
pillow 
pink 
should 
side 
sing 
sit 
sky 
so 
some 
something 
soon 
sound 
told 
toy 
tree 
trick 
troll 
turned 
tub 
two 
we 
well 
went 
we roe 
wet 
Miss 
Molly 
Monkey 
moo 
mouth 
Mr. 
must 
played 
playing 
please 
pony 
pretty 
put 
soup 
started 
stick 
stir 
stor e 
story 
street 
sugar 
surprise 
Susan 
u 
uncle 
under 
up 
us 
v 
very 
what 
when 
where 
white 
who 
N 
nail 
needs 
new 
nibble 
no 
now 
number 
Q 
quacl{ 
quick 
Will 
window 
·with 
work 
write 
wrote 
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TABLE 11 
THIS IS TEE LIST OF SIX PRIMERS V.H ICH WERE SAM PIED FOR 
NEW WORDS AS COMPAF.ED WJT H THE VOCABUIARY OF THE 
THREE BASAL PRJJviERS. 
Title: --------------~-------- The Little White House 
Author: ---------------------- Odille Ouseley and 
David H. Russell 
Publisher: ------------------- Ginn and co. 
Date: ------------------------ 1949 
Location of sample: ---------- First and every third 
page 
New Words 
A airplane, airport, apple , aunt ---------- 4 
B Bet t y, birthday, boat, bread, Bunny ----- 5 
C cak e, candles, Christmas, conductor, 
cowboy -------- ~ ------------------------- 5 
D door ---------------- -------------------- 1 
F Flip , Fred, Frisky ---------------------- 3 
G Gobble-gobble ----- - - - ------------------- 1 
H He-e-e-e, hat --------------------------- 2 
K kittens ------- ---- ---------------------- 2 
L ladder - ----- --- ------ - ------------ - ----- 1 
M mouse ----------------------------------- 1 
N Nan ---------------- ----------- --- ------- 1 
P paint, Patsy , plant, put-put------------ 4 
TABLE 11 
(continued) 
R race, ready ----------------- - --- 2 
S s hoes, s top --------------------- 2 
T t r ain , truck , turkey ------------ 3 
W wag on , whe at --------------- - ---- 2 
Z zoom ----- - ---- - ----------------- 1 
Ba s ic Da ta 
Number of new words --------------- 40 
Boston University 
School of Education 
Library 
35 
TABLE 11 
(continued) 
Title: ------------------------- Ted and Sally 
Author: ------------------------Arthur I. Gates, 
Miriam B. Hurber and 
Frank s. Salisbury 
Publisher : --------------------- The Macmillan co. 
Date : ----- - -------------------- 1951 
Location of sample: ------------First and every third 
page 
New Words 
B Boots ------ ---------------- - --- 1 
C choo-choo, car, coming --------- 3 
H h ow ---------------------------- 1 
M man, Mrs., my------------------ 3 
S splashed ----------------------- 1 
T Ted, train, Tuffy -------------- 3 
W wagon --- - -------------- -------- 1 
Basic Data 
Numb er of new words ....................... .......... - -- 13 
36 
TABlE 11 
(continued) 
Tit le: ---------------- -------------- T ow~y Little 
Author: -- - ------------------ - ------- Arthur r . Gates, 
Miriam B. Hube r and 
Frank S. Salisbury 
Publish er: --- ---- - ------------------ The Iviacm.i llan Co. 
Date : ---------- ---- - ---------------- 1951 
37. 
Location of s ample: ----------------- First and every third 
page 
New V.'ords 
C ch oo-ch oo, c ity , co mi ng ---- --- --- ----- 3 
H had , h ou se, h ow ------------- - ---- - ---- 3 
J jump -------- - -------- ----------------- 1 
Ivi man , Mrs .------------- ---- - ----------- 2 
S s k i p , s p lash -------- ------ - ---- ----- -- 2 
T Towny ---- - -- -- -- -- ------- - ------- --- -- 1 
Basic Data. 
Numb er' of new words ----------------------12 
TABLE 11 
(continued) 
Title : ---- - ------------------------ Jim and Judy 
Author: ----------------------------Arthur I. Gates ~ 
Miriam B. Huber and 
Celeste c. Peardon 
Pub lisher: -------------- - ---------- The rr~acJ:!l illan Co . 
Date: ----------------- ------------- 1939 
Location of sample: ---------------- First and every third 
page 
New Words 
A airplane~ airport~ asked ----------------- 3 
B barked~ b een, bigger, birthday----------- 4 
F farmer, faster, first, flew-------------- 4 
G g rade ----------- -- -- --------- - ----------- 1 
H hay -------------------------------------- 1 
I ice ------------------------- - ----- - ----- - 1 
J Jim, Judy -------------------------------- 2 
M met ---------------------- ---------------- 1 
p painted , peep~ people,present~ pull ------ 5 
R rea d y , roof, rooster --------------------- 3 
S sern ~ supper -------- ------- -------------- 2 
T Tag s , threw, tomorrow, twinkle ----------- 4 
~ wagon , way, wheels ~ wife, woods ---------- 5 
Basic Data 
Number of new words ------------------------ 36 
38 
TABLE 11 
(continued ) 
Title: ----------------------------- - Rain and Shine 
Auth or•: ----------------------- - ----- Ardra S. Wav1e 
Fubl isb.er: -------------------------- D· c. Heath & Co. 
Date : ------------------ - ------------ 1942 
Locati on of sample: ----------------- First and every third 
page 
New vVords 
B beach , Betty, birds, boats, breakfast----- 5 
C clouds, cold, cooks ---------- - ------------ 3 
E earth, end - - ---------------- -------------- 2 
F food, frost ------------------------------- 2 
G garden , g old, g ray ---------------- - ------- 3 
H hurry --------------------- - ----- - --------- 1 
J John ---- - ----- - --------------------------- 1 
L lights ------ - ----------------------------- 1 
M man , me ow, Mitz, moon --------------------- 4 
N near, night ------------------------------- 2 
0 over -------------------------------------- 1 
P p icnic, pop corn, puddles ------------------ 3 
R rain,rainbow ------ - -- - --- - ---------------- 2 
s sai 1, shadow, shin es, shining, splash , 
stars, stood, su rmner, snow, snowballs, 
snowsuits, sun , sunshine, sweaters ------- 14 
T tap, til l , toad, twinkle ------- - --------- 4 
W wind, wo ke, wood ------------------------- 3 
Basic Data 
Nu.rnber of new words ------------------------- 51 
39 
TABLE ll 
(continued) 
Title: ----------------------------- School and Play 
Author: ---------------------------- Seward E . Daw and 
Willa Jane MacDonald 
Publisher: ------------------------- Beckley-Cardy co. 
Date: ------------------------------ 1948 
Location of samp le; ----------------First and every third 
page 
New Words 
A airpla n e, airport, apples, away--------- 4 
B ball ------------------------------------ 1 
C cap , cents , clothes --------------------- 3 
E earth ----------------------------------- 1 
F fin:iing, fish, flowers, fprd ------------ 4 
G garden, goldfish, ground ---------------- 3 
H hands, helper --------------------------- 2 
K kitty ----------------------------------- 1 
L leaves, le gs , Linda --------------------- 3 
M my ------------------------------ - ------- 1 
N nut ------------------------------------- 1 
R read y , road ----------------------------- 2 
S seeds , shovel, s k ip, slide, slow, 
snQW, squirrel, stories ----------------- 8 
T tall, ten, tractor ---------------------- 3 
W w'ashes, vva:r:m, winter, worker - - ---------- 4 
Basic Data 
Ntunbe r of new words ----------------------- 41 
4:0 
4:1 
TABLE 12 
AN ALPHA BETIZED LIST OF THE Vi ORDS I N THE SUPPLEMENTARY 
PRIMERS THAT DO NOT APPEAR I N THE BASAL PRIMERS 
A B c 
airplane ball birthday cake clothes 
airport barked boats candles clouds 
ap ples beach boots cap cold 
asked been bread car coming 
aunt Betty breakfast cents conductor 
away bigger Bunny city cooks 
birds choo-ch.oo cowboy 
Christmas 
D F G H 
door fanner flowers garden had 
faster food gold hat 
E finding ford goldfish hands 
earth first Fred gobble- hay 
end fish Frisky gobble he-e-e 
-flew frost gray helper 
flip ground house 
how 
hurry 
! K M N p 
ice kitte:D..s man Nan paint 
kitty meow near Patsy 
J met night peep 
Jim L Mitz nut people 
John ladder moon picnic 
Judy leaves mouse 0 plant 
jump legs Mrs. over popcorn 
ligpts my present 
Linda puddles 
pull 
put-put 
R s 
race sail slide stars 
rain seeds slow stop 
rad!.nbow send snow stood 
ready shadow snowballs summer 
road shini:D.g snowsuits sun 
roof shoes splash sunshine 
rooster shovel stars supper 
s k ip squirrel sweaters 
T 
Ta gs 
tall 
Ted 
ten 
t h rew 
till 
toad 
Tormny 
z 
zoom 
tomorrow 
tractor• 
. train 
truck 
Tuffy 
turkey 
twink le 
TABLE 12 
(Continued) 
wagon 
warm 
washes 
way 
wheat 
wheels . 
wife 
wind 
winter 
woke 
wood 
worker 
TABLE 13 
New Words in the CURRICULUM FOUNDATION First Rea der 
A 
after 
again 
along 
an 
another 
any 
a pple 
as 
ask 
asked 
E 
eating 
Ellen 
every 
everywhere 
J 
Jane's 
Jill 
jump ed 
just 
K 
knOYf 
p 
paint 
painted 
r;a rty 
Patty 
peep 
pennies 
Peter 
B 
back 
bang 
bas ket 
be 
began 
behind 
bi g 
Bill 
Billy 
F 
fast 
faster 
fat 
feed 
feet 
fell 
L 
last 
laugh 
let 
let ~ · s 
live 
looking 
lost 
p laying 
p ocket 
p oky 
puppy 
p ush 
pus r.!Sd 
put 
bird 
book 
brown 
bu.mped 
bmm y 
busy 
buy 
fine 
first 
five 
fly 
food 
found 
from 
c 
called 
can 't 
color 
coming 
corn 
could 
G 
gallop i ng 
give 
. g lad 
going 
gray 
green 
M N 
made name 
making Nancy 
man nest 
many next 
maybe night 
merry- go-round 
met nothing 
miLl{ nut 
moo 
morning 
Mr· 
Mrs. 
R 
rain 
read 
road 
robin 
room 
rooster 
round 
running 
s 
Sally's 
sang 
sleep 
slower 
snow 
some 
splash 
squirrel 
D 
dat•k 
day 
dear 
Dick 's 
dinner 
don 't 
door 
H 
had 
has 
head 
helped 
h er 
hill 
him 
his 
how 
hurry 
0 
of 
old 
once 
open 
or 
oth er 
outdoors 
over 
stop 
stopped 
store 
story 
street 
s u r pr ise 
swish 
T 
talce 
them 
then 
thing 
thought 
time 
took 
town 
tree 
TA BLE 13 
(Continued ) 
u w 
umbrella wagon 
us walk 
wal k ed 
v ws.nt 
valentine way 
very wee 
were 
44 
y 
when yard 
which your 
why 
wind 
wish 
woman 
worked 
45 
TABLE 14 
List of new words in the IAIDIAW First Reader Which Are 
Not Found in the CURRICULUM FOUNDATION 
A B c 
ago bag bill cabbage cotton 
already beautiful Bing camel covered 
alwe.ys because black cat ch crack 
among bee black- caught crawled 
been berries church creaks 
before blew clap cried 
· bench blow clean curly 
Beth broom cold cut-cut 
better bush comb 
D E F 
dead each far flower garden 
Dick eal"'ly feathers four ginger-
dizzy evening field fox bread 
Dobbin eyes flew frightened gone 
done Flopsy funny got 
drop grew 
dry 
H I L M 
hands herself if last Iv1cGregor 
hatch him incubator lay mend 
hawks hole instead legs Milly 
head home lights tninute 
h ear hopped J lion Mopsy 
heard horse Judy mouse 
heavy housekeeper mulberry 
he lp hump K 
h en keep 
know 
N 0 p s 
naugp ty oven pair saddle show 
nearer peas scissors shut 
needed Q Pecky send sitting 
never quickly peep-peep shall sister 
noise peo ple shed sky 
p ic~ed shoes sly 
p ie short sneeze 
pile should soft 
poor shouted song 
pot 
Puppy 
s 
sound 
stan:li ng 
stayed 
still 
stone 
stood 
stretching 
sweep 
T 
taking 
tall 
tap 
tea 
tell 
than 
through 
Tilly 
timid 
tried 
turnip 
twins 
TABIE 14 
(Continued) 
u 
until 
w 
wagg ing 
wall 
wash 
wann 
watched 
week 
weep 
wheels 
while 
without 
wise 
woke 
world 
worm 
would 
46 
47_ 
TABLE 15 
List of New Words in the QUINlAN First Reader Vfilich Are 
Not :Found in the CURRICULUM FOUNDATION 
First Reader 
A B c 
about bark belong cage cold 
airplane barnyard Blinky caught cock-a-
airport bath boots calf doodle-doo 
always bed bottles chicks counted 
animals been Bossy city country 
a nyone before brave coat 
around 
autumn 
D E F G H 
deliver early fair gallons hay 
door eigp t feathers gave heard 
drink empty fence gobbler hero 
dropped fire gone holds 
drive Fido grew hop 
fill grass hurry 
Fluffy ground 
food grandmother I 
frog grandfather indeed 
K L M N 0 
king leave most nap off 
kittens left much naughty 
lemol.18.de mouth never 
loud Nicky 
nose 
p q s T w 
part quarts say ten warm 
J;at second their wear 
parrot R seen tie weeks 
perhaps railroad show tired whirr 
Pol ly ribbons slept track wi gg le 
prize small trains winter 
proud south tryin_g wobble 
pulled Specky turkey woods 
p eop le spotted turtle would 
sp rin_g twenty wrong 
still 
surmner v y 
supper vegetables yellow 
swim visit yesterday 
swing voice 
48 
TABLE 16 
A COMBINED LIST OF THREE FIRST READERS 
A B 
about apple bag bed Bill 
ago anima J.s bang been Billy 
again another bark before bing 
airp lane any barn belong black 
airport anyone barnyard bench black-
along around be Beth berries 
already ask bee better blew 
always autumn beautiful big Blinky 
among because bill boots . 
B 0 
Bossy cs.bbage city coming curly 
bottles cage clap corn cut-cut 
brave calf clean cotton 
broom called coat counted 
brov,n camel cock-a- country 
bumped can't doodle-doo covered 
bush catch cold crack 
busy caught color crs.wled 
buy chicks comb creaks 
church cried 
D E F 
dark Dobbin each fair Fido 
da;y- done eating far fill 
dead don't early faster fire 
dear door eight fat first 
deliver drink Ellen feathers five 
Dick drop empty feed flew 
Dick's dropped evening feet Flopsy 
diP.ner dr•ove everywhere fell flower 
dizzy dry eyes fence Fluffy 
F G H 
fly gallons grass hands help ed 
food gallop ing gray hatch hen 
found garden green hawks hero 
four gave grew hay herself 
fox gingerbread ground head hill 
fri ghtened gobbler grand.mo the r hear him 
frog going grandfather heard his 
from gone heavy hole 
funny got help holds 
4.9 
TAB IE 16 
(Continued) 
H I J K L 
home if Jane's keep last 
hop incubator Jill king lay 
hopped indeed Jim kittens leave 
horse instead Judy know left 
h ous ek eep er jumped legs 
hump lemonade 
hurry let 
L M N 0 
let's made milk Nancy of 
lights man Milly na.p off 
lion many minute naughty old 
live may moo nearer once 
look ing maybe Mopsy needed op~n 
lost McGregor most never or 
loud mend mouse next other 
merry-go-round mouth Nicky outdoors 
much noise oven 
mulberry nose over 
p ~ s 
painted peep-peep Polly qu~rts s add le 
pair people proud quickly Sallyts 
part pennies poor say 
party perhaps pot R second 
parrot picked prize railroad seen 
p:lt pie pulled read send 
Patty pile puppy ribbons shall 
peas playing push running shed 
Pecky pocket pushed shoes 
peep Poky put short 
s 
should slept Specky stopped surprise 
shouted slower splash stone sv1eep 
show sly spotted stood swim 
shut srra 11 spring store s vvi ng 
sister sneeze squirrel story swish 
sitting soft standing street 
sky song stayed stretch 
sleep sound still summer 
sleepy south stop supper 
50 
TABLE 16 
(Continued) 
T u v 
take then trains umbrella valentine 
talcing thing tree until vegetables 
tall t hrougp tried us very 
tap tie trying visit 
tea Tilly turkey vo :lce 
tell timid turtle 
ten tired turnip 
than took twenty 
their town twins 
them track 
w y 
wagging wear while wo ods yard 
wagon wee whirr worked yellow 
wall week wiggle world yesterday 
walk weeks winter worm your 
walked weep wise would 
want were wish wrong 
warm wheels without why 
wash when wobble 
watched which woke 
TABLE 17 
THIS IS THE LIST OF FIVE FIRST READERS WHICH WERE SAMPLED 
FOR :NEW \'IORDS AS COMPARED WITH THE VOCABUIA RY OF 
THE THREE BASAL FLl=t.ST READERS 
Title: -------------- - - - ------ - In the City and On 
the Farm 
Author: ----------------------- Eunice K· Crabtree, 
LuVerne c. Walker, and 
Dorothy Canfield 
51_ 
Publisher: -------------------- The University Publishing co. 
Date: --- - -----~---- -- --------- 1940 
Location: ---------- ----------- First and every third 
page 
New w·ords 
A afraid, apartment - ------ - - ------ - ----------- 2 
B bath, b eep, best , ,b,icycle, box, book, 
brick, bumblebees, bus, buzz --------- - ------ 9 
C circus, click ·, clirrib, clowns, cross --------- 5 
D dig, Don, dress ---------- ----- --------- ----- 3 
E echo, elephant -------- ------- -------------- - 2 
F fish, flag ----- ------------ -- -------------- 2 
G goat, great , grocery ------------------------ 3 
H hid , hide , himself -------------------------- 3 
L library, line, lunch ------------ - ----------- 3 
IVI ma. il, manger , Mary , money , monkey, 
moved, movie , mud------- - ------------------- 8 
N number --- - ---------------------------------- 1 
P Papa , park, peanuts , penguin, p oliceman, 
prince -------------------------------------- 6 
Boston University 
School of Education 
Library 
• 
TABLE 17 
(Continued) 
R race, reaqy, ring---~---------------- - -- 3 
S Saturday, sign, something, s a:ne one, 
strong , Sue ----- - ----------------------- 6 
T Ted, tent, threw, tic...l.cet, tickled, toes, 
tricks, truck -----------~- -------------- 8 
W water ----------- ---- - ----------- -- ------ 1 
z zoo ---------------------- - -------------- 1 
Basic Data. 
Ntm1ber of' new words -------------- - -------- 66 
52 
TABLE 17 
(Continued) 
Title: -------------------------Two Boys and A Tree 
Author: -------- --- ------------- A.rthur r. Gates~ 
Miriam B· Huber and 
Frank s. Salisbury 
? ublisher: --------------------- The Macmillan Company 
Date: -------------------------- 1952 
Location of sample: ------------ First and every third 
page 
New Words 
A Apple ------------------------------- 1 
B bears, b e gan, bird~ blow------------ 4 
C climb , could ------------------------ 2 
E elephant, every --------------------- 2 
H had, how ---------------------------- 2 
J Jack-o 1 -lantern, just--------------- 2 
L Lee, long ------------ - -------------- 2 
M Mr. --------------------------------- 1 
N nest, night --------------- - --------- 2 
p Panda, park , p lace ------------------ 3 
R river ------ - -------------- - --------- 1 
S sled, some, something, snow --------- 4 
T think, thought, times --------------- 3 
W way, wind--------------------------- 2 
z zoo --------------------------------- 1 
Basic Data 
Number of new words ------------- - ------ 32 
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TABLE 17 
(Continued ) 
Title: ---------------------- --- Up and Away 
Author: ------------------- - ---- Paul McKee, M. Lucile 
Harrison, Annie Mccowen 
and Elizabeth Lehr 
Publisher: ----------- - --------- Houg hton I·H fflin Co. 
Date: ------ - ------------------- 1949 
Location of sample: ------------ F irst and every third 
page 
New Words 
A after , a lone, Andy, a nythi n g ------------- 4 
B bed, bani, bad, b e gan, behind, blame, 
blow, box - --- - ----- - ----- - --------------- 8 
C cake, caps, choose, ci reus, clothes, 
clown, could, count ----------------- - ---- 8 
D daddy, did, does, dot-------------------- 4 
E ears ---------------------------- - - - ------ 1 
F fish ------------------ - --- - -------------- 1 
G g a te, g one ------- - -------------------- - -- 2 
H hard, hiccups, hot----------------------- 3 
I ice -------- - ---------------------------- - 1 
K ka nga roo ------------------------------- - - 1 
L long ------------------- ------------------ 1 
Ivi mit ten, money , more ---------------------- 3 
N night ------ - -------------- - ---- - - - ------ - 1 
0 orang e, ostrich --------- - ------------ - ---- 2 
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TABLE 17 
(Continue d ) 
P pai l ., :J;E.ints, p arade, pea nut., pencil, 
penny , ~Jictur•e., p rizes ----------------------- 8 
R r a ce, riding , rope --------------------------- 3 
S somebody, so mething, stripes, string, 
strong --------------- - ---------- - ------ - ----- 5 
T tears., those., time, tip, Tommy, tomor•row., 
Toosey 1s, true -------------------------- - ---- 8 
V violet -------------------- - ------------ - ----- 1 
W wait, water, VJi llie, wish, word-------------- 5 
z zebra ---------------------------------------- 1 
Basic Data 
Numb e r o f new ·w or cls ----- --------- -------------- 7 1 
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TABLE 17 
(Continued ) 
Title: ---- - ------------------------- We Three 
56 
Author: ----------------------------- A· s. ! rtley, Lillian 
Gray a n d William Gray 
Publisher: --------- - ---------------- Scott F oresman and Co. 
Date: ---------------- - ---- - ----- - --- 1947 
Loca tion of sa~p le: ----------------- First a nd every t h ird 
pa ge 
New Words 
A an yt h i ng ---- - --------------- - ---------- 1 
B bat, b eg , began , behind, bent, bus ----- 6 
C cart, catfi sb. , cowbo y ------------- - ---- 3 
D deep , den t, di d , dime, dust ----- ------- 5 
E ears ----- - ------------ - ---------- - ----- 1 
F f a r mhouse, fine -------------------- - --- 2 
G grune, g old ---------- - - -- - - ------------- 2 
H hard , her, hit, hound ------------- ----- 4 
K k ick , k ind ------------------- - --------- 2 
L line, l u ck ----------------------------- 2 
M meet ---------------- - ------------------ l 
N near, n i g ht, nine ---------------------- 3 
P pam, pan, paws, pick, pit, playhouse---- 6 
R r a g , raincoat, ri s;ht ,round, Rover,rug---- 6 
S s ang , schoolhouse, s choolya:31'd .; 
spot light ,some, someone ,s a:nething, 
sunfish, sunup --------- ---------------- 9 
T ta m,tame,tag ,tan,Te d ,tight,tin --------- 7 
W wa g , wak e, wind -- - --------- ----- ------- 3 
Basic Data 
Numb er of new words ----------- - ----------- 63 
TABLE 17 
(Continued) 
Title: ------------------------- We Live and Grow 
Author : ----------------------- - Jessie F . Mc Kee and 
Edna M. Aldredge 
Publisher: --------------------- Beckley-Cardy Co. 
Date: -------------------------- 1947 
Location of samp le: ------------ First and every third 
page 
New \"l ards 
A acr oss, Anne, ants, arm - --- ------------- 4 
B babies , basket , bees, Ben, bigger, 
blinked, bonfire, box, bread, breakfast, 
bring, brought , bugs, burn , butter ------15 
C care, cate r p illar, chair , clock , cocoon, 
conductor, cool, cor ner, cover,cream ----10 
D Dan , did, dishes, dress ----------------- 4 
E engineer, every, eyes ----- - ----------- -- 3 
F flies, F red , fruit ---------------------- 3 
G gate, g etting, gives --- ------ - -- ·-------- 3 
H h ad, hair , held , her , hive, h oney, how , 
hungry, hurt---- -- - ------------ --------- 9 
I ice ------------------------------------- 1 
J jack-o'-lantern ------------------------- 1 
L ladybird, light ---------------- - -------- 2 
M maa, mak i ng , :Martin, IVIar y , morning , moth, 
move, Mrs., mud, must ------------------ 10 
N nice, nine ----------------------------- 2 
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TABIE 17 
(Continued) 
0 o 1 clock ------------------------------------ 1 
P Parker 's, paper ., paw ., pen , p icture, 
plant, p.;~.mpkin ---- ------------------------- 7 
Q queen -------- - -------- - --- ---- ------------- 1 
R ready, road., rode, r•oll, rubbed, Rus;ty, 
Ruth ------ --- --- - - - -----.------------------- 7 
S sang , Saturday, scissors , seven, sheep, 
Shep, shining , sick , s omet hine; , sorry, 
spider , Spotty, squea led , strong, stumpy , 
sweet --- - ------------ --------------- - ---- - 1 6 
T ta ble, time, toad, torr.ato, trip, turned 6 
W wait i ng , wat ered , web, weeds, whistle, 
windovJs, vv ire, wool-- - -------------------- 8 
Basic Data 
Number of new words -------------------------- 113 
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TABLE 18 
AN ALPB:ABET IZED LIS'l, OF Th""E WORDS IN THE SUPPLEMENTARY 
FIRST READERS THAT DO NOT APPEAR IN THE BASAL FIRST 
READERS 
A B 
across babies began bonfire bus 
afraid bad behind bool{ butter 
after band Ben box buzz 
alone basket bent bread 
Andy bat best breakfast 
Anne bath bicycle brick 
ants bears bigger bring 
anyt hing bed bird brought 
apartment bees blame bugs 
apple beep blinked bumblebees 
arm beg blow burn 
c D 
cake click could daddy Don 
caps climb count Dan dot 
ce.re clock cover deep dress 
cart clothes cowboy dent dust 
caterpillar clown cream did 
catfish cocoon cross dig 
chair conductor dime 
choose cool dishes 
circus corner does 
E F G H 
ears farrnhous e game had hit 
echo fine gate hair hive 
elephant fish getting hard honey 
engineer flag gives held hot 
every flies goat her hound 
eyes Fred gold hiccups how 
fruit great hid hungry 
grocery hide hurt 
himself 
I K L M 
ice kangaroo ladybird maa more 
kick Lee mail morning 
J k ind library making moth 
Je.ck-o' -lantern light manger moved just line Martin movie 
long Mary liilr. 
luck meet Mrs. 
lunch mitten mud 
money must 
monkey 
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TABLE 18 
(Continued) 
N 0 p 
near o'clock pail Parker's pit 
nest orange paints paws place 
nice ostrich Pam peanut plant 
night pan pen playtime 
nine Panda pencil policeman 
number papa penny prince 
paper penguin prizes 
parade pick pumpkin 
park picture 
Q. R s 
queen race rode sang sick 
rag roll Saturday sign 
raincoat rope scho olhouse sled 
ready round schoolyard snow 
riding Rover scissors somebody 
right rubbed seven someone 
ring rug sheep something 
river rusty Shep sorry 
road Ruth shining spider 
s T v 
spot light table thPew tricks violet 
Spotty tam ticket trip 
squealed tame tickled truck 
stripes tag tight true 
string tan time turned 
strong tears tin 
stumpy Ted toad 
Sue tent toes 
sunfish think tomato 
sunup those tomorrow 
sweet thought Toosey's 
1' 1 
wa g Willie z 
wait wind zebra 
vYa ke windows zoo 
water wire 
web wish 
weeds wool 
wh istle word 
CHAPTER rl 
SUMMARY AND CO NCLUSIONS 
This study was made in order ( l) to find the new words 
t(l..at must be taught when chang ing from the first grade 
Curriculum Foundation basal readers to either the Laidlaw or 
~~uinlan basal books on the same reading level; and (2) to 
compare supp le~entary reading material on t h e three reading 
levels: pre-p rimer, primer and first reader. 
In summary, the results of this study reveal that (l) 
Forty-eight new words must be taught when chang ing from the 
Curriculum Foundation pre-primer to the Laidlaw p re-p rimer; 
(2) Forty-seven ne w words must be taught when chang ing from 
the Curriculum F oundation pre -primer to the Quinlan pre-pri mer; 
(3) The total number of different words in the t h ree basal p re-
pr imers is one hundred thirty-one; (4) There are seventy-seven 
new words in the supp lementary pre-p ri mers wh ich were not i n 
any of the basal pre-primers; (5) There are one hundred t wenty -
six new words in the Laidlaw primer which are not in the 
Curriculum Foun~ation primer; (6) There are one hundred six teen 
words in the uinlan primer which were not in the Curricu lum 
Foundation primer ; ( 7) 'I'here are · t wo hundred eighty-six 
different words in t h e tru~ee basal primers; (8) There are one 
hundred sixty new words i n the supp le:n entary primers that were 
not in any of the basal primers; ( 9 ) There are one hundred 
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seventy-one new words in the Laidlaw first reader which are 
not i n the Curriculum Foundation first reader; (10) There are 
one hundred thirty words in the Quinlan first· reader that are 
not in the Curriculum Foundation first reader; (11) There are 
four hundred seventy-nine different words in the three basal 
first readers; ( 12) There are two hundred eig hty-three words 
in t h e su pp lementary first readers that were not found in the 
three basal first readers. 
Considering only the number of new words, it would appear 
r ather di ffic ul t to change from one basal book to a not her; 
h o·wever, other factors are involved. Authors of recent basal 
series use the vocabulary of accepted grade placement word 
lists. I n the child's aural and speaking vocabulary they 
build stories around this interest. The style is simp le and 
clear, with a scientifically controlle d vocabulary. The 
Cur!'iculum Foundation program gives an excellent foundation 
for· attacking new words and building word power, which aids 
in independent reading . The vocabulary is, also, enriched by 
the realistic colored pictures on each page . The young readers 
l ive with tbe characters who live, work and play very much as 
t h ey do. In these same books the readers are delighted with 
their trips to the Le.nd-of-Make-Believe . 
This study bas been made and arrang ed in a. systematic form 
which s h ould be beneficial to rn.any tea chers. Because of the 
three readiP.g levels, first grade teachers should find it 
as he l pful t h rouE§:l out the y ear as the second grade teacher 
will in the early ps.rt of her year. 
The wr iter hopes that this study will save many h ead-
aches and long hours of work. Also, it is hoped that it will 
enri ch the reading :r;r og ram, mak ing it more p leasant for the 
child ren and teacher. 
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